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See more on websites  www.cofur.dk and www.cofur.de 
Gitte Henriksen / Design manager
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COFUR the story & brand

 COFUR Colonial furniture & design is a Danish brand with wholesale of exclusive 
wicker furniture and baskets. Further including is leather products and carpets with wintage look. 
All in the collection is inspired from colonial time, with timeless design, style and colors that 
complement the Nordic look with simplicity and neutral colors.

 Stylistically in the collection there is furniture and products inspired from Karen Blixen’s 
farmhouse and the movie  “Out of Africa” and also from the more classic “British Colonial” style. 

 We have taken the primary inspiration to the products from vintage furniture and items 
found on flea markets and from our discoveries in the East, and our own design and ideas.

 Since I was a child I have visited flea markets and shops with vintage furniture and other 
old items. I have always been fascinated in the”flash back”, that is hidden in old items.   

 The transformation from vintage to new updated look has always been an exciting process and during many years I tried to 
make this as a way of living in an environment, where I can express the process and share the transformation with others who also 
find joy by the term that is hidden in conversion from old to new version. 

 I have stayed 2 years in Bangkok and during this stay I found a lot inspiration in natural rattan furniture’s, and I visited 
hotels to study the lounge areas with wicker furnitures and especially the Orintel Hotel in Bangkok was an oasis for me during the stay. 

 My interest for design and interior has been my hobby during many years and besides that I have been working in a bank 
and real estate business, but now I finally have the possibility realize my the dream come together with Kim Henriksen, who is a fan-
tastic mentor and driving force in the company qua his big experience with other innovative companys. Our combinated skills is a 
perfect match and our common energy, ideas and drive never stands still.
 So officially I’m not educated as a designer and I don’t have any diplomat that prove my design background. I believe in 
our ideas and what we feel is right in the collection. 

 Besides colonial time I’m also very inspired by the Victorian era, and I bring some of the wicker detail into the collection 
from that time and add a little freshness in the wicker collection with colors. Besides nature colors the collection contains products 
in grey, black, white and a few items in blue and red. We make series based on the colors so there is a link between the products and 
the colors. All the colors subdues, which feels right in relation to my nature. Besides that the colors a based on water so there is no 
toxins in our rattan products, which means that the products are food safe and suitable for herbs e.g. 

 Another fantastic issues regard the colonial time and life in the tropics is to study how the safaris was organized with wick-
erbaskets and trunks, mobile champagne coolers, wine- and tea bars in leather and in general foldable furnitures that easily could be 
moved from lunch break to afternoon break e.g. What a sight when everything was ready on the savannah for dinner and a drink.

 The wicker products are handmade in Indonesia and some of the production is made in a factory on Java island. A big part 
of the production is however provided by local weavers in small villages, since some of the weavers prefer to work in their home so 
they can work while they join their family and saves transport time to the factory. Besides the transport to the factory can be difficult 
and sometimes dangerous because of the weather conditions especially in the rainy season. These weavers are paid per pcs they 
produce, so they have the freedom to decide how much they want to work every day.

 COFUR’s collection is available with dealers and webshops in many countrys and the collection are regulary presented on 
recognized fairs in Europe.
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TAN LEATHER

LT 1001 Director 
chair,

tan brown leather

LT 1010 Trunk set/3,
tan brown leather (2)

LT 1002 Drawer 
console table,

tan brown leather (L120)

LT 1032 Mirror,
tan brown (Dia70)

LT 1020 Wine box,
tan brown leather

LT 1021 Mini bar, tan brown leather

LT 1115 Desk 
organizer,

tan brown leather

LT 1003 Waste bucket, 
tan brown leather 

(H31)
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TAN LEATHER

LT 1006 Coin tray,
tan brown leather

LT 1017 Snaker
tan brown leather

LT 1015-L Ice Bucket,
tan brown leather

LT 1063 Towel Basket L,
tan brown leather

LT 1090 Tray Round 
set/2 ,

tan brown leather

LT 1045 Tray set of 2 
rectangular

LT 1004 Drawer chest

LT 1065 Small Light 
Houder,

tan brown leather

LT 1011 Hand Basket,
tan brown leather

LT 1061 
Towel basket S

LT 1076 Dresser w 5 
drawers

LT 1012 Document 
Box,

tan brown leather
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Black Leather

L 1000 Tray table, 
black leather

L 1015 Ice bucket, 
black leather

L 1001 Director chair, 
black leather

L 1010 Trunk set, 
black leather

L 1016 Champagne 
cooler, black leather

L 1030 Mirror, black 
leather (Dia50)

L 1020 Wine Box 
black leather

L 1021 Mini Bar, 
black leather

L 1031 Ovalmirror,
black leather

L 1002 Drawer console table, 
black leather
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Black Leather

L 1017 Shaker, black 
leather

L 1029 Candle piller, 
black leather (H8,5)

L 1025 Hurricane 
set/3, black leather

L 1027 Lantern set/2, 
black leather

L 1040 Round tray 
set/2, black leather

L 1063 Towel basket L

L 1060 Weared
 basket, black leather

L 1012 Document box

L 1045 Tray, black 
leather (29x58)

L 1019 Wine cooler 
with glass

L 1046 Tray, black 
leather (43x43)

L 1061 Towel basket S
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Black and white cow

LBW 1015 
Ice bucket

LBW 1265 
Magazine basket

Mirror

Trunk set_2, 
black-white cow skin

LBW 1300 Puf LBW 1011 
Magazine basket

Trunk set/2



Lady collection Black white cow
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LBW 1088 
4 Watch box

LBW 1121  Visit credit 
card holder

LBW 1109 Cluth 
19x27 cm with zipper

LBW 1100 
Shoulderbag

LBW 1096 make up 
cloth set/3

LBW 1110 Purse 
Black white cow

LBW 1008 
Jewelery box Small

LBW 1081 Jewelery 
box medium
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L 1109 
Cluth 19x27cm with zipper

L 1009 Pen Box L 1110  Purse

L 1008 
Jewelery Box Small

L 1221 
Visit card box

L 1209 Pen pot

Visit Credit card holder 
L1121

L 1081 
Jewelery Box Medium

4 Watch box L 1088

L 1122 
Make-up Cloth set of 3

Lady collection black



LC 1122 
Make-up cluth 

set of 3

LC 1121 Visit credit 
card holder

LC 1088 4 Watch box

LC 1081 Jewelery box medium
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Lady collection Black croco

LC 1109 
Cluth 19x27 cm 

with zipper

LC 1008 
Jewelery box small

LC 1110 Purse
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Lady collection Tan

LT 1009 Pen box

LT 1221 
Visit card box

LT 1008 Jewelery 
box small

LT 1122 
Make up cluth set

LT 1209 Pen pot

LT 1014 Coaster set

LT 1006 Coin tray
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LTC 1110 Purse Tan 
crocco

LTC 1100 Shoulder 
bag Tan croco

LTC 1109 
Cluth 19x27 cm with zipper

LTC 1121 
Visit credit card holder

LTC 1008 
Jewelery box small 

LT 1122 
Make-up cluth set of 3

LTC 1221 
Visitcard box

LTC 1081 
Jewelery box medium

Lady collection Tan croco
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Kimono dresses - The story

COFUR’S UP-CYCLED KIMONO DRESS

Retired sourced vintage saree silk-mix fabrics from India are up-cycled and given new life in feminine unique kimono dresses. 
This is a hot trend right now with bohemian style and design. The vintage saree fabric saree are collected in Jaipur, and some 
towns closer to Jaipur.

In India the barter system still holds place, which is an old method of exchange. This system has been used for centuries and 
long before money was invented. Today, bartering has made a comeback using techniques that are more sophisticated to aid in 
trading, for instance the Internet. Bartering doesn’t involve money which is one of the advantages. You can buy saree fabric by 
exchanging an item you have, but no longer want or need. Generally, trading in this manner is done through online auction and 
swap markets or where men and women go door to door in urban colonies to sell stainless steel utensils in exchange of old clothes 
and sarees. The sarees we have collected mostly come through this mean.

Once we procure these sarees, we remove the fall (lining on the bottom of the saree) to use it for cutting and stitching. After each 
piece is stitched we dry clean every garment before its ready to be packed.

Each kimono dress is therefore one-of-a-kind design and handmade in India. 

The hot trend is to use the kimono as street fashion, but use them as well as a cardigan, as robes and at the poolside.

Bring new life and exoticism to the kimono dress and use it as fashion clothing with the expressive outfit that provides the women 
in India the opportunity to create a better standard of living for themselves, their children and also their communities through 
fair trade co-op. 

Due to the upcycled and handmade nature of this item, each is unique and will vary in design and material. 
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Kimono dresses

MODEL NIPPON
SKD 101

SKD 101

MODEL NIPPON
SKD 101

MODEL NIPPON SHORT MODEL LENGTH APP 105

MODEL BATAVIA LONG MODEL LENGTH APP 120 CM

MODEL BATAVIA
SKD 102

SKD 102

MODEL BATAVIA
SKD 102

MODEL NIPPON
SKD 101

SKD 101

MODEL NIPPON
SKD 101

SKD 101

MODEL NIPPON
SKD 101
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black

Brown rustique

Grey  Green

Red white 

Beige grey

Brown white

Grey Blue

Blue

Beige white

Brown

Grey Brown

Pink

Green

Pink grey

Cofur carpets are available in the 
following sizes:

60 x 90 cm        

80 x 150 cm                                                                    

140 x 200 cm                                 

170 x 240 cm    

200 x 280 cm    

230 x 230 cm                                 

230 x 330 cm    

280 x 360 cm  
  

The carpets are made of a mix of 
wool and cotton chenille and wo-
ven tough but with soft bottom 
surface so that they are well on the 
floor. 

Facts: 1300 gr / m2 weaving
Delivery time: Indicative 1-2 
months. 

Cofur Carpets
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Pillow black white

Pillow orange

Pillow grey green 

Size
S      40 x40 cm
M    30 x60 cm
L      60 x60 cm

Cofur pillows
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Fiber clay furnitures

Dinesen table acacia wood

Dinesen dining table with oak

Dinesen Shelf with oak

Dinesen console table

Dinesen coffee table with oak

Dinesen table with clay topDinesen table round dia 110 Fiber clay ottoman
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Fiber Clay pot sets

B150   
Cucumber pot set/2
With Brown Leather straps 
Hight 36 and 40cm 
Dia 28 and 36cm

B155/3
French Round pot set/3
Hight 60, 48 and 33 cm
Dia 50, 34 and 29 cm

B153/2
Provence pot set/2
Hight 41 and 30 cm
Dia 42 and 33 cm

B154/3
French square pot set/3
Hight 50, 40 and 30 cm
Dia 50, 40 and 30 cm

B149
Cucumber pot set/2
With Grey Leather straps
Hight 36 and 40 cm
Dia 28 and 36 cm

B155/2
French Round pot set/2
Hight 48 and 33 cm
Dia 34 and 29 cm

B154/2
French square pot set/2
Hight 40 and 30 cm
Dia 40 and 30 cm

B153/3
Provence pot set/3
Hight 51, 41 and 30 cm
Dia 53, 42 and 33 cm
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B157/2
Cucumber pot set/2
Hight 28 and 19 cm
Dia 40 and 27 cm

B152/4
Buttet pot set/4
Hight 30, 25, 20 and 15 cm
L 30, 25, 20 and 15 cm

B152/3
Buttet pot set/3
Hight 25, 20 and 15 cm
L 25, 20 and 15 cm

B190/4
Buttet pot set/4
Hight 29, 18, 14 and 10 cm
Dia 37, 22, 16 and 11 cm

B153
Lion pot set/2
Hight 52 and 33 cm     
Dia 52 and 32 cm

B157/3
Cucumber pot set/3
Hight 33, 28 and 19 cm
Dia 48, 40 and 27 cm

B190/3
Buttet pot set/3
Hight 18, 14 and 10 cm
Dia 22, 16 and 11 cm

Fiber Clay pot sets
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Wicker Dark grey

FG 1210 Cafe table, 
dark grey 

(dia 60 H80)

FG 1200 Beach 
house, dark grey

FG 6880 Bread 
basket, dark grey 

(L15x25)

FG 1711 Blixen 
footstool, dark grey 

(H40)

FG 1800 Console 
table, dark grey 
(L45x115 H85)

FG 6890, Bead basket 
30x30, dark grey

FG 1612 Blixen chair, 
dark grey

TAJNW 1588 VICTO-
RIA lounge chair, 

dark grey

FG 6800 Dog basket, 
dark grey

MANW 244B Basket 
22x60, dark grey

FG 9300 Storage set_3, dark grey
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TAJNW 522 Pirapur basket, 
dark grey (L40x80)

TAJNW 6876 
Bread basket oval, 

dark grey

TAJNW 510 
Champagne set2,

 dark grey

TAJG 10050 Trunk 
set_3, dark grey

TAJNW 525 Magazine 
basket, dark grey 

(L40x60)

TAJNW 500 Market 
basket, dark grey 

(H60)

TAJNW 6881 Retangle 
Basket 30x60, dark 

grey

TAJNW 520 Picnic 
basket, dark grey 
(L45 W35 H27)

TAJNW 521 Laundry 
basket, dark grey 

(L40x80)

TAJNW 5870 Paris 
basket, dark grey

TAJNW 11050 Family 
oval basket set, dark 

grey

TAJNW 1702 Victoria sidetable,
dark grey (L40x50)

Wicker Dark grey
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Wicker Black wash

MABNW 244B Basket 22x60, Black wash

FB 9000 Low basket 
set2, black wash

TAJB 10050 Skt Croix 
Trunk set3, black 

wash

FB 2600 
Fruit Basket set/2

FB 5870 Paris basket, 
black wash

TAJ 11050 Family oval 
basket set_2, black 

wash

FB 9200 Retangle 
basket 30x60, 

black wash

FB 1500 Batavia chair, 
black distressed

TAJB 10055 Koffer, 
black wash (3)

FB 2650
Rice Basket set/3

FB 5900 Hurricane w
leater handle, black 

distressed
(H62, Dia46)

TAJNW 11051 Basket 
set3, black wash

TAJB 6881, 
Breadbasket 30x30, 

black wash
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Wicker color

TAJNW 9000 Long Island 
set3, dazling blue

FR 2600
Fruit Basket set/2

TAJNW 1755 French basket 
set2, white distressed

FR 2650
Rice Basket set/3

TAJNW 1595 
Louisiana chair, 
white distressed

TAJNW 1590 Victoria 
lounge chair, 

blue distressed

TAJNW 1591 Victoria 
lounge chair, white 

distressed

TAJNW 8000 Long 
Island chair, dazling 

blue
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Wicker products Kubu

TAJ 5336_2 
Kubu natural w handle 
(Dia50-40cm, H50-40)

FG 2500 Basket 3 star

TAJ 6174 Picnic 
basket, kubu natural

FG 2501 Big star 
basket

TAJ 1587 Victoria 
chair, kubu natural

TAJ 6873_2 Flower pot square, 
kubu natural

FG 1000 Peacock chair, vintage grey

TAJ 6872_2 Flower pot round, 
kubu natural

TAJ 6871 2 Basket 
set w handle, kubu 

natural

TAJ 6220 3 Storage 
set, kubu natural

TAJ 1702 Victoria side 
table



COFUR Colonial furniture & design
A. C. Illumsvej 21B, 2.  •  DK-8600 Silkeborg   •  Denmark 

•  www.cofur.dk / www.cofur.de  
•  info@cofur.dk  •  Sale +(45) 60776183


